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There are many people who can't believe that there are aircraft which deliberately spray chemicals of unknown
purpose, ground samples pointing to aluminum and barium compounds, in today's skies. This may be because it
is very hard to believe that any government would allow or do this. Circa 2012, officials have reluctantly
acknowledged this activity, calling it "geo-engineering," but still refuse to make details public. Environmental
aluminum and barium have been found at very high levels by researchers following this issue. Aluminum has
also been added to some jet fuel.
The law is completely silent on the spraying of toxic material, and complaints are rejected and sometimes
ridiculed. It's apparently "open season" on public health and the environment, if you are an insider.
Here in Canada, heavy chemtrail (trails of chemicals as opposed to water vapour behind aircraft) spraying
began in 1998. The beautiful cirrus or "mare's tails" clouds completely disappeared, replaced by smaller, “fake”
cirrus-like clouds. Morning dew became practically absent in urban areas, which is a very important source of
water for small animals who don't have access to natural bodies of water.
As time has progressed since 1998, better quality photographs have been posted on the web. This page is to
collect the better quality images in one place, so that those who are blinded by their belief that no one would
wantonly spray chemicals would ever do so, can have their eyes opened.
Occasionally, one can see aircraft leaving normal vapour trails and those leaving chemtrails in the sky together.
That is the best condition for people to learn that chemical spraying is not imaginary.
Rosalind Peterson, former environmental official, has an informative web site on this topic at:
http://agriculturedefensecoalition.org

Notice CAREFULLY that the whitish material streaming from the aircraft above is NOT coming from
the engines. The material is issuing from ports on the trailing edge of the wing.
CONtrails do not start at the engines. They start 30 feet plus behind the engines. Only an opaque
substance could stream directly from the aircraft structure. (The observed trails in the picture are not
the occasionally observed wing tip vortex trails.)

Photos showing large numbers of tanks installed in place of airliner seats are becoming increasingly
common. While no one has proven in court that these tank installations are responsible for chemtrails,
these installations are apparently in service for some as yet unknown purpose, but certainly are
equipment capable of "geo-engineering. "
Video showing a closeup of an aircraft spraying a brownish-white substance. Note carefully that this is
not issuing from the engines, and can NOT be a "vapour trail," because genuine vapour trails start 30
feet plus behind the aircraft. Notice the instantaneous shutting off of the substance stream - something
which does not happen with vapour trails.
Since activists cannot fly close to aircraft at the high altitude flight levels used for chemical spraying, this
video is possibly engineering, training, or sales footage for use within the covert chemtrail industry.

